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Every year on the fourteenth day of  the Hebrew month of  
Adar (which falls between mid-Feb to mid-March), Jewish 
people gather and celebrate a holiday known as ‘Purim’. 
Purim is considered the wildest and most action packed day of  
the Jewish calendar, where men and women of  all ages come 
together wearing colourful costumes and masks for one huge 
and extravagant party! 

The celebration is about friendship and community, expressed 
practically in the sharing of  gifts. Every year families are 
invited to give at least two food items or drinks to one Jewish 
acquaintance. In addition, Purim is an opportunity to care for 
the poor by making charitable donations to people in need. 

The Purim festival is also about joy! Family and friends gather 
for a festive meal called the Seudat Purim, which is marked 
by great food (often rich in symbolism and meaning) served 
alongside plenty of  wine.

 

In keeping with the jovial nature of  the celebration, adults are 
invited to drink until they can no longer distinguish between the 
phrases arur Haman (‘Cursed is Haman’) and baruch Mordechai 
(‘Blessed is Mordecai’). As you can imagine, there is plenty of  
singing, laughing, and dancing!

However, the grand centrepiece of  the Purim celebration is 
the reading of  God’s word, specifically the book of  Esther. 

On the day of  Purim, Jewish families journey to their 
synagogue and listen to a public reading of  the story – once in 
the morning and again in the evening. To bring it to life, adults 
and children stomp their feet and twirl ‘graggers’ (noisemakers) 
whenever the name Haman is mentioned (54 in total!) while 
celebrating with loud shouts of  cheer at the name Mordecai.

The story is a profound source of  meaning and celebration 
to Jewish people because it reveals how, against all odds, the 
fate of  God’s people was reversed. Esther and Mordecai play 
instrumental roles in achieving the saving work of  God.
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This is indeed a rich and beautiful theme which is evident 
throughout the Old Testament, and fulfilled perfectly and 
completely in the life, death, and resurrection of  Jesus. He is 
the true king who has come to save us from our chief  enemy 
and grant us everlasting life: A life we can enjoy now and 
celebrate with thanksgiving into eternity! 

It is also worth noting the origins of  the word purim (singular 
pur), which can be translated lot. Archaeologists have unearthed 
samples of  purim, clay cubes inscribed with either cuneiform 
characters or dots that look almost identical to modern dice. 
Yet unlike today, the ancient lot was used for divination, not 
gambling. It was a way of  asking the gods for answers to 
questions about the future. (Karen Jobes)

Significantly, the pur was used by ancient Israel to query the Lord 
(e.g., Joshua 18:6). As Proverbs 16:33 testifies, “The lot is cast 
into the lap and every decision is from the Lord.” This verse 
reveals Israel’s confidence in gaining divine direction, but also 
their understanding that the Lord is in control of  all things.

His hand is at work in the miraculous and monumental, but 
also the ordinary and seemingly mundane. There is nothing 
that falls outside His will. 

This is an impressive and distinct motif  in the book of  Esther. 
The narrative never mentions God, and every moment is 
navigated with uncertainty, apparent coincidence, and events 
that appear trivial and mundane. Yet as the last thread is woven 
into this grand tapestry we see that while the ‘lot’ may be cast 
into the lap, every decision is truly ‘of  the Lord’.

The study of  this series will introduce us to an extraordinary 
God who uses the ordinary to achieve His most beautiful will. 

On behalf  of  the teaching and research team at City on a Hill, 
I trust this series is a source of  wisdom, encouragement, and 
profound celebration.

For Jesus’ fame +

Guy Mason 
Movement Pastor, City on a Hill
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The Persian Empire

The entire book of  Esther takes place within the context of  
the Persian Empire, over a 10-year period of  time from 483 
to 473 BC.

The Persian Empire (c. 550–330 BC), also known as the 
Achaemenid Empire, was the dominant power in the Near East 
during the time of  Esther. At its peak, it was the largest empire 
in the known world, stretching from Egypt to modern Pakistan, 
and from modern Turkey to the Persian Gulf. Vast wealth poured 
into the imperial coffers held in Persia’s major state capital cities, 
including Susa. Furthermore, it was cosmopolitan, colourful, and 
culturally diverse. Official inscriptions were displayed in three 
languages; Old Persian, Babylonian, and Elamite. This reflects 
the presence of  diverse ethnic groups that had been relocated by 
movements of  previous empires.

Cyrus the Great (r. 559–530 BC) founded the Achaemenid 
dynasty about seventy years before the events described 
in Esther. During his reign he conquered the Babylonian 
territories and was remarkably merciful to the Israelites who 
were in exile there since king Nebuchadnezzar had sacked the 
city and burnt the temple in 586 BC.

The exile was a result of  the Israelite’s continual disobedience 
to God. Although God had given them a kingdom and kings, 
and covenanted with them to be their God, and they His 
people, their hearts were bent on worshipping false gods. Such 
wanton unfaithfulness was tantamount to spiritual adultery in 
the eyes of  the Lord, and in his righteous fury He allowed 
the Israelites to be conquered by the Assyrian and then the 
Babylonian Empires.
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“Because you have not remembered the days of  your youth, 
but have enraged me with all these things, therefore, behold, 
I have returned your deeds upon your head, declares the Lord 
God. Have you not committed lewdness in addition to all 
your abominations?” (Ezekiel 16:43)

After sacking the strongholds of  Israel and Judah, the Assyrians, 
and later the Babylonians, exiled the surviving Israelites far from 
their homelands. These deportations broke apart the fabric of  
Israelite society and destroyed any chance of  resistance. The 
people were left without a Temple, without regular sacrifices, or 
a priesthood. The people of  God were not only left beaten into 
submission, they were disgraced, and could no longer worship 
God in the same ways as they had done before.

When Cyrus the Great took over Babylon he brought a radical 
change to the Israelite’s situation. Although he did not worship 
the God of  the Israelites, God used him to bless Israel. The 
books of  Ezra and Nehemiah report that Cyrus funded the 
rebuilding of  the Temple in Jerusalem, and that he allowed 
the Israelite exiles to return to the Holy City.

Isaiah also speaks of  how God knowingly appointed King 
Cyrus to allow the reconstruction of  the Temple:

“[The Lord] says of  Cyrus, ‘He is my shepherd, and he shall fulfill all 
my purpose’; saying of  Jerusalem, ‘She shall be built,’ and of  the temple, 
‘Your foundation shall be laid.’” (Isaiah 44:28)

Other important Persian kings include Darius I (r. 522-486 
BC), under whose reign the Temple restoration was completed, 
and Xerxes I (r. 485-465 BC) otherwise named Ahasuerus, who 
is the reigning king we encounter in Esther 1.

Both of  these kings are well documented by Greek historians 
because they tried unsuccessfully to invade the Greek 
mainland. Under these two rulers the Persian Empire saw its 
peak geographic extent, while after the reign of  Xerxes I the 
empire began to decline due to a mixture of  military pressure 
from the Greek city states and internal strife.
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The Jewish Diaspora

Rather than returning to their homeland with Ezra and 
Nehemiah, some Jewish people chose to remain and live in 
Persia. This was the case with Esther and Mordecai’s families.

Life under Persian rule may have felt both a blessing and a 
source of  anxiety for the Israelite exiles. The Persian Empire 
had a reputation for being tolerant of  their subject peoples, yet 
in the city of  Jerusalem and abroad the Jews found themselves 
threatened by bitter hostility from other ethnic groups. In Ezra 
4:12-16, the people who opposed the rebuilding of  Jerusalem’s 
city walls sent a letter to the Persian officials that accused the 
Israelites of  being rebellious.Persia, like most ancient empires, 
would use force to settle any unrestful cities if  it saw fit – as for 
instance Darius I attacked and enslaved the population of  the 
Ionian city of  Miletus when it rebelled (Herodotus, VI.20). 
The Israelites were essentially at the mercy of  their conquerors. 
While Persia was well disposed to the Israelites, there was no 
guarantee that their benevolence would continue.
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Ahasuerus: The King

Ahasuerus, who is also known as Xerxes, or ‘Xerxes the Great’, 
was the most famous of  all Persian kings. He ascended to the 
throne at age 32, reigned for more than half-a-century and 
would later be immortalised in Handel’s opera Serse, the movie 
300, and appearing in the classic ‘90s video game Civilization.

In the book of  Esther, Ahasuerus is described as an 
ambivalent character. The story opens with a great show 
of  Ahasuerus’ power – presiding over an empire spanning 
127 provinces, he throws an extravagant party at which “he 
showed the riches of  his royal glory and the splendour and 
pomp of  his greatness for many days, 180 days.” (Esther 1:4) 

However we quickly see his pomp is something of  a mirage – 
for this is a man of  impulse and insecurity, whose public face is 
far more impressive than his private experience. Indeed, when 
an opportunity to showcase his virility presents itself  and he 
invites his beautiful wife Vashti to parade as a trophy before 
his courtiers, she refuses. This defiance is a moment of  utter 
humiliation, where the man who rules the nations with his fist is 
exposed as the husband who cannot master his own wife.

The ambivalence of  the king’s power plays strongly through 
the narrative to remind the reader that despite Ahasuerus’ 
earthly authority, he is still subject to the mighty hand of  God 
and His sovereignty.
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Esther: The Queen

Esther, or Hadassah in Hebrew, is our main character, the 
titular heroine of  the book. Esther is an orphaned young 
woman from the tribe of  Benjamin who is being raised by 
her cousin Mordecai, a government official and leader of  the 
Jewish people in Persia’s capital of  Susa. 

She is described as a woman of  “beautiful figure and lovely to 
look at.” (Esther 2:7) Because of  her outstanding features she is 
brought into the King’s harem as he searches for a new Queen. 
Esther surpasses all the other virgins and becomes queen of  
Persia. She wins the confidence of  her husband by tipping 
him off to an assassination attempt on his life (Esther 2:21-23), 
before playing a key role in thwarting a plan to destroy her 
people. While heroic, Esther is not flawless, and the Bible does 
not commend her for sleeping with a pagan king, concealing 
her true identity as a Jewish girl, or requesting another day of  
killing of  her people’s enemies in Esther 9. 

Like other biblical heroes, Esther points to the Christ by her 
decision to sacrificially stand and intercede for the salvation 
her people. Yet she is not sinless. She herself  needs the  
Christ she typifies.
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Haman: The Agagite

Every story with a hero has a villain. In the book of  Esther 
a man known as Haman the Agagite, one of  King Xerxes’ 
high officials, is clearly and unashamedly the villain. From 
his very introduction into the book we should be prepared 
for what follows. He is introduced as a descendent of  Agag, 
the King of  the Amalekites who were the historic enemies of  
God’s people (Exodus 17:8-16). Just as God said in Exodus 
17:16, “The Lord will have war with Amalek from genera-
tion to generation,” and we see this conflict reappear in the 
book of  Esther. The Amalekites were destroyed by Israel and 
Agag was killed by the prophet Samuel (1 Samuel 15), but 
the conflict continues through Haman’s treatment of  Morde-
cai and God’s people in Esther. It is therefore no surprise that 
Haman is filled with fury at Mordecai, and seeks “to destroy 
all the Jews” throughout the whole kingdom (Esther 3:5-6). 

Eventually, his pride and insatiable greed for power bring 
about his demise. Just when he thought he was gaining mastery 
over the fate of  the Israelites, this “enemy of  the Jews” (Esther 
3:10) is defeated and destroyed.



Mordecai: The Jew

As the book opens we have an impression of  Mordecai as a 
dutiful man – a Jew living in exile in a pagan land, but seeking 
to live an upright life. He sits at the king’s gate, meaning he 
was an official in Ahasuerus’ court, and it is from this position 
of  prominence that he is able to circumvent an attempt to 
assassinate the king. Away from the palace he is devoted to 
raising his cousin, Esther, as his own daughter. She clearly 
respects this man and follows him as if  he were her father – 
listening for his advice and following it.

This influence, however, is what makes his silence at Esther’s 
inclusion in Ahasuerus’ beauty pageant so painful. Mordecai 
tells his cousin not to reveal her Jewish roots. Perhaps he senses 
the shadows of  anti-Semitism moving across the land and wants 
to protect Esther – but the fact remains that Esther has been 
placed in a compromised position. The writer of  Esther seems 
to emphasise this position: When it is Esther’s turn to go in to the 
king, her familial relationship to Mordecai is restated, highlighting 
her guardian’s absence. Such moments suggest Mordecai holds 
his safety too tight. Surrounded by pagan influences, he is willing 
to compromise the edicts of  his faith to save their skin – but he 
must learn that to do so is to surrender their identity as God’s 
people, and this is worse than death itself.
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The fires of  persecution refine him. The venomous influence 
of  the malign Haman sees God’s people exposed to peril, and 
as malevolent forces close in, Mordecai emerges as a hero for 
his people. Taking sackcloth to the public square he urges 
Esther to stand for the faith, suggesting that she may have 
come to this place for such a time as this (Esther 4:14). She 
has, but so has Mordecai. 

After a fitful night, King Xerxes remembers the fealty of  his 
Jewish courtier, and finally rewards Mordecai.

As the tide of  providence turns Mordecai’s prominence grows, 
his fame spreading through the kingdom as he “grew more 
and more powerful.” (Esther 9:4) By the end of  the book he 
is second only to King Ahasuerus in power. Newly cognizant 
of  his responsibilities, he uses this power for the good of  his 
people, enshrining the feast of  Purim as a way of  reminding 
the people of  their identity. 

The man who veiled his identity at the start of  the book has 
emerged the champion of  his people.
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The Lord’s Salvation

“If  I have found favour in your sight, O King, and if  it 
please the king, let my life be granted me for my wish, and 
my people for my request.” (Esther 7:3)

The story of  Esther is a beautiful tribute to God’s plan of  
salvation. In the space of  a few chapters the author takes us on 
a journey of  twists and turns that tells of  God’s faithfulness to a 
promise He made long before the days of  Esther and Mordecai. 

The Jewish people were the chosen people through whom God 
had elected to reveal Himself  and make way for the forgiveness 
of  sin and the salvation of  many. For hundreds of  years the Jews 
lived in Israel, the Promised Land, and gathered regularly in 
the temple to worship the Lord. There, they sacrificed animals 
for the cleansing and forgiveness of  their sin. The blood of  the 
animal symbolised the life that was taken to pay for their sin. 
However Israel did not remain faithful to their covenant with the 
Lord, and their rebellion brought His judgement upon them. 
Consequently, God left them to their foolish ways and allowed 
foreign nations to take them captive and to oppress them. 
 

Yet God did not forget His people, nor His promise to keep and 
ultimately save them.

In Esther, we hear how Haman’s evil plan to annihilate the 
Jewish people is overturned by a series of  insignificant events 
and unlikely decisions. God works through Esther, Mordecai, 
King Xerxes, and Haman himself, to reverse a situation where 
all seemed lost. The death sentence that was pinned to Israel’s 
name is lifted and the Jewish people are saved. And while all 
the characters play an essential role in the narrative, God is the 
one who actively pursues and saves His people. He is the one 
who is celebrated and worshiped in the final chapter.

This short story is like a forerunner of  God’s great plan of  
salvation for the world. While God used Esther and Mordecai 
to save the Jews from physical death, He sent Jesus Christ to 
save the world from condemnation and eternal death. In 
Him, God brought His plan of  salvation to completion and 
fulfilment. Jesus’ life, death, and resurrection were purposed to 
redeem those who would put their faith in Him. And the great 
celebration that awaits those who are saved by His blood will be 
even greater than the feast that concludes the book of  Esther.
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Divine Providence

“And who knows whether you have not come to the kingdom 
for such a time as this?” (Esther 4:14b)

We are seldom aware of  the meaning, importance, and 
timeliness of  events in the moment. Such is the limitation of  our 
knowledge that it is only in retrospect that we can sometimes 
make out the purpose of  experiences, incidents, and even 
tragedies. Yet our personal story – and by extension the story of  
our world – have never been left to chance or uncertainty. Even 
before the foundations of  the world God was carefully studying 
and achieving His purpose, will, and plan in all things.

This idea is summed up in the biblical doctrine of  God’s 
providence, which “references that preservation, care and government 
which God exercises over all things He has created, in order that they may 
accomplish the ends for which they were created.” (The International 
Standard Bible Encyclopedia)

Nothing escapes divine providence. In the story of  Esther, 
the pagan king, the prideful noble, the ill-advising cousin, the 
compromising Jewish girl, as well as the entire nations of  Persia 
and Israel, all come under the Lord’s will. At a time when the 
Jews are exiled in a pagan land and are tempted to question 

the reality of  God’s presence with them, this narrative responds 
with a roaring, “Yes! The Lord has not abandoned us! The Lord 
continues to save us!” Yet what is strikingly unique about the 
book of  Esther is that though God is clearly at work to save His 
people, His name is not mentioned once. Furthermore, God’s 
presence and providential work are overlooked in the narrative at 
every stage of  the unfolding drama. It seems the author is either 
so aware of  God’s work that he is careful to avoid redundancy, 
or that he acknowledges that the mystery and mastery of  God’s 
work are too great and overwhelming to account for.

In many ways the absence of  the narrative’s main character is 
reflective of  His unnoticed work in our world. When speaking 
to His disciples Jesus declares, “My Father is always at His work 
to this very day, and I too am working.” (John 5:17) The Bible 
paints the picture of  a world that God has created to be ordered 
and purposeful, yet cannot function or sustain itself  without 
His hand. (Hebrews 1:3; Colossians 1:17) The book of  Esther 
reminds us that God is not distant; He has not left the universe 
to self-sustainment and self-governance, but continues to rule 
over all creation, all time, all circumstances and all people. In 
the small and the great, in the unnoticed and the obvious, God 
works to achieve His perfect will.
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Human Responsibility

“I will go to the king, though it is against the law, and if  I 
perish, I perish.” (Esther 4:16b)

The reality of  divine providence is very comforting for 
Christians. Indeed, we can be sure that whatever happens in 
our lives, whether good, bad, or an odd weaving of  both, God 
is in control and working toward His purpose. However, in this 
context we can be tempted to lean heavily on the idea of  God’s 
work at the expense of  our responsibility for the choices and 
actions we undertake. If  the story of  Esther strongly highlights 
God’s providence, it equally provides insight into the concept 
of  human responsibility as being integral to God’s work.

The author of  Esther is clear in showing that human decisions 
have consequences. Though Jewish by decent, Esther and 
Mordecai decide to compromise in relation to their tradition. 
Mordecai encourages Esther to conceal her Jewish identity, 
while Esther agrees to sleep with, then marry a pagan king. 
Although the author does not provide insight into the motives 
for these decisions, they are clearly out of  step with God’s 
revealed will given through Moses (Deuteronomy 7:3-4). 
Thus, the characters are held liable for their choices and the 
consequences they result in.

In the same way, when given the opportunity to act for the 
salvation of  her people, Esther steps up to the plate and sheds 
her deception, doing the right thing and risking it all to go before 
the king. The absence of  divine counsel or encouragement 
in the narrative places the emphasis on the importance of  
human responsibility. Esther’s stand required that she be 
courageous, determined, and trusting in God’s almighty 
power. Her reliance on God complements her decision to go 
forward. As Karen Jobes writes “the story of  Esther illustrates 
that human action is essential to divine providence, yet God’s 
triumph in history ultimately does not depend on what we do, 
but on what He does.”

We see this perfectly at work in Jesus Christ’s life and death 
on the cross. It was God’s will to crush Him that we may have 
life, yet Jesus chose to die in accordance with the Father’s will.

When we struggle to make decisions and feel like we are 
losing control over our circumstances, it is both sobering and 
reassuring to know that the relationship between God’s will 
and our actions concurs in divine providence. Every decision 
and every mistake are ultimately brought into His sovereign 
reign over the world.
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God’s Justice

“On the very day when the enemies of  the Jews hoped to gain 
the mastery over them, the reverse occurred: the Jews gained 
mastery over those who hated them.” (Esther 9:1b)

The theme of  God’s justice doesn’t surface until the end of  
the book when God’s enemies are dealt with and His faithful 
people are saved. Until then the story explores the scope of  
human injustice. 

The justice in King Xerxes’ decision to demote Queen Vashti 
without a proper hearing and to further force all women of  the 
kingdom to honour their husbands no matter their demand is 
questionable. Likewise, Haman’s secretive and deceitful use of  
power to pass a law wiping out an entire nation is reflective of  
prejudice and abuse. 

Such examples of  malpractice contrast sharply with God’s 
demonstration of  justice. 

God’s justice refers to His holy and perfect character. Because 
He is just, the Lord will judge all people in light of  His 
righteousness. He will reward the faithful and punish the evil. 
In the book of  Esther, God saves His people by destroying 

their enemies. This picture of  justice is a foreshadowing of  the 
perfect fulfilment of  God’s justice in Jesus Christ.

From the moment we rebelled against a holy God and chose 
sin we were separated both physically and spiritually from 
Him, and placed under His wrath. Left to ourselves we had 
no future but a death and destruction of  far greater scope 
than the Jews of  Persia faced. Yet Jesus came, the longed for 
Messiah, and brought the history of  salvation to an unlikely 
climax. Who among the wise and learned, the powerful and 
the famous, could have foreseen the pivot point of  all of  history 
unfolding in a tortured man heaving a shameful cross through 
the streets of  Jerusalem? 

In that death and resurrection the history of  this world was 
stood on its head forever. Jesus took upon himself  God’s just 
judgement and the penalty for our sin, and in the ultimate 
reversal those dwelling in great darkness saw the light of  
resurrection life, which can now never be snatched away. The 
book of  Esther foreshadows this greater reversal, where the 
righteous takes upon Himself  the sentence of  the unrighteous 
to reconcile them back to God.
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When reading the Old Testament texts it is important to 
consider their relationship with New Testament teachings. 
Though many conceive the two testaments as separate 
books revealing antagonistic faces of  God and irreconcilable 
teachings, Jesus taught the contrary – that one is the 
foreshadowing of  the other. While He spoke to His people, 
Jesus often referenced the Old Testament texts as a means 
to prove and declare that He was the one who was fulfilling 
all the prophecies of  old. These are not to be overlooked as 
ancient and irrelevant literature, but as the revealing of  God’s 
grand plan of  salvation for the world. The book of  Esther is 
no exception. In many ways, it foreshadows the coming of  the 
person and the work of  Jesus.

The True King

The book of  Esther is set in the throne room, the bedroom, 
and the banqueting halls of  the most powerful man on Earth. 
He stood at the centre of  the largest and most powerful 
empire the world had ever seen. His name was Ahasuerus. 
Archaeologists have found an inscription in his capital of  Susa 
in which he described himself  as ‘The great king. The king 
of  kings. The king of  the lands occupied by many races. The 
king of  this great earth’. As the book progresses we not only 
see his great power, his wealth, and his opulence which led 
him to make such a claim, but we see examples of  his excess, 
his self-centred exploitation of  others, his weakness, and his 
cruelty. Xerxes is king who appears to hold God’s people in 
the palm of  his hand and who himself  craves the worship due 
only to God.
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But Xerxes is not God, and in Esther we see the real God 
at work. Yes, He is hidden in the background, but He leads 
the mighty Xerxes like a child and orchestrates through him 
the exact events He wishes to bring to pass. God may not be 
mentioned by name, but He is present everywhere and as He 
moves we are given a startling contrast between the kings of  
this world and the true and better King who will one day come.

The comparisons between Jesus and Xerxes are many. Pastor 
Mark Driscoll sums them up like this: 

Xerxes knew only riches and royalty 
Jesus tasted poverty and humility

Xerxes thought he ruled the heavens and earth 
Jesus made the heavens and earth

Xerxes was a man who thought he was god 
Jesus is God

Xerxes reigned from his earthly throne 
Jesus rules from His heavenly throne

Xerxes destroyed his enemies 
Jesus died for His enemies 

Xerxes spent his entire life having others serve him 
Jesus spent His entire life serving others 

Xerxes drank wine to indulge 
Jesus drank the cup of  God’s wrath to free humanity

Xerxes thought he was the king of  kings 
Jesus is the king of  kings

Xerxes sat on his throne feeding sin 
Jesus stepped off His throne to forgive sin

Xerxes went to a garden to make a decision that 
would save himself 
Jesus went to a garden to make a decision that would save 
the world

Xerxes gave sinners what they wanted 
Jesus gives sinners what they need; forgiveness!

In Esther we see the whims of  a godless human king, superseded 
by the love of  an almighty creator God. We also look forward 
to see how radically different the true king, Jesus Christ, would 
prove to be and we love Him for it.
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The True Saviour

Shadows of  Jesus the saviour can be seen in the conflicted 
example of  Queen Esther. In Esther we see a reluctant saviour; 
a woman who was compromised early in her life, but later 
saved her people by shedding her disguise and identifying with 
them and then mediating for them with the king. In so doing 
she embarked on a road fraught with danger that could easily 
have resulted in her coming under the same condemnation 
as her people. She chose to risk it all by identifying with them 
and so truly become one of  them. Only by doing this could 
she then mediate for them before the king and then pass on 
the favour she received to her entire people and so save them. 

Jesus reigned in the ultimate palace in all of  time and all of  
eternity. His was a far greater glory and honour than Esther’s, 
yet He left it, freely, willingly, lovingly, with no prompting, and 
no cajoling.

Jesus would accept the lowliness of  birth as a baby. He 
identified Himself  completely with His people by assuming 
their human flesh. He lived as one of  us and so was able 
to stand before His Father on our behalf  and take on the 
condemnation we deserved. This was not at the risk of  His life 
as it was with Esther, but at the cost of  it. Now Jesus stands as 
our mediator, an advocate before His father the king, and the 
favour He passes on to us does not just save our earthly lives, it 
goes beyond the grave to save our eternal souls. In Esther we 
see a story of  a great salvation, but Jesus is a better Esther, and 
the salvation that He brings is a greater one.
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This song bank library is full of  new and inspiring music from 
all over the world and is a first step to informing City on a Hill 
of  what songs will be played throughout The King’s Queen.

Our desire is for you to become familiar with these songs because:

1) the lyrical content is in line with the major themes 
presented in the book of  Esther;

2) listening to these songs will reinforce areas of  sermon 
alignment and help you to recall the key themes;

3) listening to these songs will help create a culture focused 
on worshipping God through song throughout the week; and

4) you can come prepared for our Sunday services so that we 
can joyfully gather together as we worship God.

We encourage you to listen to the following songs:

A Mighty Fortress by HeartSong 
Came to My Rescue by Hillsong 
Glorious by Paul Baloche 
God Undefeatable by Austin Stone 

Grace Alone by The Modern Post 
Great Is Our God by Young Oceans 
How Deep The Fathers Love by The Dispatch 
In The Shadow of  the Glorious Cross by Sojourn Music 
There is a Redeemer by Keith Green 
Your Great Name by Natalie Grant 
The Stand by Hillsong 
Great Are You Lord by All Sons & Daughters 
Never Once by Matt Redman 
Forever Reign by Hillsong 
How Great Thou Art by The Digital Age 
Jesus Paid It All by Kenosis 
Be Thou My Vision by Ascend The Hill 
Come Thou Fount by Kings Kaledeidoscope 
All the Poor & Powerless by The Digital Age 
Anchor by Hillsong 
Believe by The Digital Age 
By His Grace by The Dispatch 
How We Need You by Trevor Hoehne 
King of  Heaven by Paul Baloche 
Nothing Compares by Trevor Hoehne 
Praise The Lord by Edge Kingsland 
Set a Fire by Will Reagan & United Pursuit 
You Save Me by Keri Fox
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http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_vT6HQ1QaU4
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yAMbEPZfWCY
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5AD-Lq8iNr4
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EhX-Lybv5MM
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oFjTb9Y8v9o
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=f1fTVA81b4I
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HoI-Iot3g4Y
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sWlqyl-fVeU
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=C_YM_hYzcPo
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IuuLBPOYcI8
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kV5iZBTNYrk
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uHz0w-HG4iU
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=722zPX1npcA
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YDHcULgQvu0
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0S9_POAQCIQ
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Aw-sxTL7p0w
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9jEuPIahKSw
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wRB9pUXIxwo
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-w3w89L7mp0
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RBkEyEIN_18
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rc8x5rqGj5M
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jvG-IEzZRss
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iaKpz9B5he0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aGlWb3fPaio
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8oEaxAQWzm4
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KRtklqXSz9A
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0A8almp_nCU
http://grooveshark.com/#!/search/song?q=Keri+Fox+You+Save+Me
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I would like to thank all contributors to The King’s Queen 
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City on a Hill began at the end of  2007 with a small team and 
a big vision to see Melbourne renewed with the great news of  
Jesus. Since then, God has gathered men and women of  all ages 
with a passion to know Jesus and make Him known. 

As a community we meet every Sunday for our main services 
at 9am, 10.30am and 6pm (Hoyts Melbourne Central) and 
10.30am (Simonds Stadium, Geelong) where we hear relevant 
and practical messages from the Bible about God, life and 
the world we live in. We pray, we sing, we hang out, and then 
through the week we commit ourselves to being people of  light 
and love in our city.

To find out more about what God is doing in and through 
this community and how you can partner with us visit  
cityonahill.com.au
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